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SUMMARY 

SevePal tines of evidence suggest that the ap-y,angement 
of genes in the bactePiat chPomosome may have selective 
impoPtance. To investigate the significance of chPomosomai 
gene OT'deT' and the effect of position on gene expPession, we 
have developed ways of const-y,ucting and and analyzing la-y,ge 
chPomosomal PeaPPangements. These PeaPPangements include 
t-y,anslocations, duplications, and invePsions. Seve-y,at of 
these -y,eaPPangements have detete-y,ious effects on cell gPowth 
which ape not due to disPuption of a gene. PPelimina-y,y 
Pesutts suggest that the need to maintain appPopPiate dosage 
of pa-y,ticulaT' ch-y,omosomat Pegions may be an impoPtant 
selective fo-y,ce fop consePVation of gene oPdeP. It is not 
yet clear' whether' a pa-y,ticulaT' genome a PPangement is 
essential fop folding of the bactePial chPomosome OT' 
expPession of paPticulaP bactePial genes. 

INTRODUCTION 

It is an article of faith for most geneticists that 
there is some biological significance in the order in which 
genes are arrayed in the chromosome. However we have a very 
poor understanding of exactly why genes are found at 
particular sites. Bacteria show such striking examples of 
the evolutionary conservation of gene order that they seem 
to provide a good system in which to study this phenomenon. 
In order to investigate the selective importance of gene 
order in bacteria, · we've devised techniques for generation 
and genetic analysis of large scale rearrangements of the 
bacter-ial chromosome. Preliminary results of these studies 
lead us to suggest several selective forces that , may 
contribute to the conservation of gene order. The related 
enteric bacteria, EschePichia coli and Salmonella 
typhimu-y,ium have been intensively studied genetically and 
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biochemically. Although these bacteria certainly share a 
common ancestor, they have diverged widely. By DNA 
hybridization it has been estimated that they share about 
50% homology (BRENNER et al. 1969). Several coding regions 
of DNA have been sequenced in both bacteria. In these 
regions the sequences differ at 10-20% of their base pair 
positions ( CRAWFORD et al. 1980 and Wayne Barnes, personal 
communication and Francesco Blasi, personal communication). 
Strong barriers exist to mating between these species; 
restriction barriers block survival of transferred DNA and 
weakened sequence homology strongly reduces the frequency of 
chromosomal recombination. Few phages are able to infect 
both organisms. Despite the wide DNA sequence divergence 
and possible genetic isolation of their chromosomes, the 
order of genes in these two species has been very closely 
conserved. Several hundred genetic loci have been mapped in 
both organisms; the maps are nearly identical (BACHMAN & LOW 
1980, RILEY & ANILIONIS 1978, SANDERSON 1976, SANDERSON & 
HARTMAN 1978). Inversion of one small segment has been well 
documented (CASSE et al. 1973). What selective forces have 
acted to maintain the genetic map order over the time 
required for the organisms to diverge so widely at the 
sequence level? We have considered contributing factors 
that are based (1) on advantages of conserving gene 
arrangements in a mating population, (2) on relative 
frequency of occurrence of rearrangements and base 
substitutions and (3) on immediate physiological 
significance of gene order. 

The most prominently discussed explanation for map 
conservation is based in the population dynamics of sexually 
reproducing organisms. It has been suggested that genes 
whose products interact closely have been adapted for this 
cooperative function. It is advantageous to the organism if 
such co-adapted genes are closely linked, since such linkage 
reduces the likelihood of these advantageous combinations 
being broken up by substitution of other alleles in an 
outcross. This argument has also been invoked to explain 
the clustering of related genes in the T4 genetic map (STAHL 
& MURRAY 1966). A slight variant of this argument has been 
suggested by Bot stein and Herskowi tz ( BOTSTEIN & HERS KOWITZ 
1974) who propose a "modular" structure for the chromosome 
of lambdoid phages. The "modules" are blocks of genes 
encoding a single structure or process (e.g. tail structure, 
DNA replication, regulation). Each module is a highly 
evolved unit of cooperative function. New sorts of phages 
can arise suddenly if new combinations of these modules are 
made. 

The genetic maps of many phages are consistent with 
this modular chromosome structure; the maps show a distinct 
clustering of genes with related functi0ns. In addition- the 
ease with which multiple infections and phage outcrosses 
occur is consistent with the advantage of conserving linkage 
of related genes. These suggestions provide an attractive 
explanation of their chromosome organization in terms of 
population genetics and advantages of co-inheriting 
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particular combinations of genes. They do not suggest that 
genes need to be located in any particular arrangement in 
order to function properly in an individual genotype. 

We are less enthusiastic about the same arguments as 
an explanation for the conservation of the bacterial genetic 
map. In bacteria, the tendency for related genes to cluster 
is much less obvious. Furthermore, the limited ability of 
bacteria to form zygotes and the existence of restriction 
barriers to outcrosses suggest to us that chromosomal 
recombination must be infrequent. As a consequence, the 
population-based reasons for linkage may not be the major 
selective forces operating to conserve bacterial gene 
arrangement. 

The evolutionary stability of bacterial chromosome 
arrangement could also be explained if these chromosomes 
were mechanistically unable to undergo rearrangement. The 
wealth of data on illegitimate recombination (FRANKLIN 
1971), transposable elements (MILLER 1980) and spontaneous 
rearrangements (STARLINGER 1977) in bacteria argues against 
this possibility. Below we will describe isolation and 
characterization of strains carrying duplication, 
translocation and inversion mutations. The occurrence of 
these rearrangements in the lab (some with quite high 
frequency) suggests strongly that they could also occur in 
nature. We propose that rearrangements are mechanistically 
possible and that a third explanation is more likely to 
account for the evolutionary stability of bacterial gene 
order. 

• 
A third possibility is that gene position has 

immediate functional importance to . the cell. That is, 
genome rearrangements may occur but be counterselected in 
nature because they have deleterious effects on the 
individual that carries them. These deleterious effects 
could be due to some intrinsic physiological importance of 
gene location on the chromosome. One possibility is that 
chromosomal location affects gene expression. 
Alternatively, constraints might be placed on gene order by 
the requirements for folding of DNA and distributing folded 
chromosomes to daughter cells. We believe that such 
physiological significance is the most likely explanation 
for conservation of gene order in bacteria. 

If gene order has physiological significance to the 
individual, then one should be able to suggest plausible 
mechanisms for this significance. Several which we have 
considered are the following: 

l. The folded chromosome A growing body of 
evidence suggests that bacterial DNA is folded so 
as to divide the circular chromosome into about 
40 segments or domains. The DNA in each of these 
domains is thought to be indepently supercoiled 
(SINDEN & PETTIJOHN 1981). This could be 
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achieved if 40 points on the chromosome were 
attached to a fixed structure. The position and 
extent of these domains might be determined 
genetically by the position of specialized DNA 
sequences that provide these 40 attachment sites. 
Rearrangements of the chromosome would disturb 
the number and spacing of these sites and might 
therefore be deleterious. 

2. Gene dosage The bacterial chromosome is 
replicated bidirectionally from a fixed origin. 
Because of this, genes located near the origin 
are replicated first and are present in higher 
average dosage in growing cells. Thus chromosome 
position vis - a - vis the origin dictates the 
average dosage fo_f each gene. The gradient is 
more pronounced in rapidly growing cells that 

initiate multiple new rounds of replication 
before the preceding round has terminated. The 
rate of expression of each gene is probably 
selectively adjusted to provide an optimal level 
of gene product to the cell. This optimal 
expression is probably set taking the gene's 
position-dictated dosage into consideration. A 
large chromosomal rearrangement could 
simultaneously disturb the optimal level of many 
gene products by changing the distance of genes 
from the origin and therefore altering their 
average dosage. Since many genes would be 
affected, these· small dosage alterations could be 
strongly delete-rious. This would suggest that 
any order of genes might be acceptable to the 
cell if expres6ion of each gene were properly 
"tuned". However, once express ion was tuned for 
a particular arrangement of genes, thi~ 
arrangement would be favored over variants 
carrying rearrangements. 

3. A variety of more specialized ( and probably less 
likely) reasons for significance of gene position 
are possible. 

- Position might be used to determine timing 
of gene expression in the cell cycle; for 
example, certain genes might be transcribed 
only at the time of their replication. 

- Gene position could act to compartmentalize 
the cell. If proteins produced by genes in a 
particular chromosomal region had limited 
access to proteins produced by genes located 
far away, the cell would, in effect, be 
compartmentalized. 

- Expression of large blocks of genes could be 
regulated by changes in the state of 
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supercoiling of their domain. If this were 
the case, then rearrangements that alter 
domain composition could have complex 
regulatory consequences. 

If rearrangement of the chromosomes is a 
frequently used regulatory mechanism then 
position on the chromosome of the sequences 
might be vital to proper regulation. 

While no evidence supports these specialized 
explanations, they should be kept in mind when 
strains with rearrangements are examined. 

57 

Over the past several years we've worked on genetic 
methods for selection and study of large scale chromosome 
rearrangements. By observing physiological consequences of 
such rearrangements and by determining what rearrangements 
are lethal, we hope to gain insight into the functional 
significance of gene arrangement. Below we discuss each 
type of rearrangement, how it is manipulated and what the 
results suggest about chromosome structure. 

DUPLICATIONS 

Spontaneous tandem duplications were selected by three 
independent means: first, as complementing merodiploids 
arising from a transduction cross (ANDERSON et al. 1976); 
second, by direct selection for an increase in gene dosage 
(ANDERSON & ROTH 1979, ANDERSON & ROTH 1978b); and third, by 
selection for fusion of two operons that can occur at the 
join point of a duplication (ANDERSON & ROTH 1978a) Analysis 
of these mutations led to the following conclusions: 

1. Duplications occur rather frequently; typically 
more than one in 10 4 cells carries a duplication 
of a particular locus. 

2. Most duplications arise by standard (but unequal) 
recombination between homologous sequences 
present at different sites in the chromosome. 

3. Extremely large duplications are tolerated; some 
include more than 30% of the ch~omosome. 

4. Almost all 
duplicated. 
terminus of 
sufficient to 

points in the chromosome have been 
( Exceptions arE;· the origin and 

replication, but data is not 
be sure of the significance of 

these exceptions.) 

The above conclusions were based on duplications 
selected as spontaneous chromosome rearrangements. These 
studies would not have revealed any lethal or severely 
deleterious duplications. We wished to know whether any 
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duplications could have deleterious effects. To approach 
this, we devised a means of constructing duplications with 
pre-specified endpoints. The endpoints were chosen at 
random, that is, without any knowledge of possible 
consequences of duplications ending there. The goal was to 
determine whether duplications could form between all pairs 
of such randomly chosen endpoints. 

The method involves a transductional cross which is 
described in Figure 1. In this cross, transductants (His+i 
can only arise if the transduced fragment carrying the his 
reg ion can recombine with two widely separa tea points on the 
recipient chromosome. The transduction event generates a 
duplication of the segment of chromosome between the points 
of insertion of the two Tnl0 elements. One endpoint is near 
the his operon ( the site of the donor Tnl0 element) and the 
other endpoint at the site of the recipient Tnl0. A series 
of Tnl0 insertion mutations were chosen for use in the 
recipient; a single donor Tnl0 insertion (near his) was used 
in all crosses. A set of duplications was constructed with 
endpoints at various : distances clockwise from the his 
operon. All duplication types were gen_er_ated _wiJ:h e'1ual _ 
efficiency. Thus, -- the sequences involved in recombination 
are equally accessible to recombination and all duplication 
types are viable. All duplications extending beyond minute 
68 on the genetic map showed very slow growth. This 
impaired growth seems to be a consequence of duplicating the 
small segment of chromosome between minutes 68 and 72. This 
segment includes a cluster of genes that produce ribosomal 
proteins in large quant":i.ties. We suspect that cells which 
express superfluous copies of this region may have a 
deleterious imbalance in ribosomal components or may have a 
heavily overburdened protein synthetic capacity. 

In the course of creating this type of duplication, it 
was noted that none of these duplications could be formed in 
strains carrying a hisT mutation. Other spontaneous 
duplications were tested, and it appears that duplications 
are lethal in strains carrying a hisT mutation. The hisT 
mutation causes a defect in tRNA modification and reduces 
the rate with which cells synthesize protein (Stan Artz, 
personal communication). · We suspect that this impairment of 
protein synthesis is le ~ al to cells with large duplications 
because of the added burden this increase in gene dosage 
places on the protein synthetic machinery. If this proves to 
be the case, it sugges l!, ~ that although strains with large 
duplications are viab1~' in the lab, they may be at a 
significant competitive 'disadvantage due to the burden of 
expressing these extra un '-eeded gene copies. 

Work on duplications suggests the following 
conclusions about chromosome st_ru_ctu_re _; 

1. Significant homologies exist at separated points 
in the bacterial chromosome; these homologies can 
recombine to cause chromosomal rearrangements. 
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Figure 1. Construction of Directed Duplications. By 
using a transduced fragment which includes homologies to two 
widely separated points in the recipient chromosome, it is 
possible to direct the formation of duplications whose 
endpoints are predetermined. The donor carries a Tn10 
element located just to the right of a normal his reg ion. 
The recipient carries a large deletion of the his operon, a 
deletion too large to be repaired by a standard transduction 
event involving a single transduced fragment. A reci!j'_ient 
carrying such a large deletion can be made His by 
recombination if it also carries a TnJ0 insertion at a point 
to the left of the his region. This occurs if one end of 
the transduced fragment recombines near the left end of the 
his deletion and the other end recombines using TnlO 
homology. This recombination event generates a duplication 
of the chromosome segment between the sites of the two Tn10 
elements. All His+ recombinants arising in the above cross 
carry such a duplication. 
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2. The fact that distant homologies can recombine 
with each other and with the same transduced 
fragment (in forming constructed .duplications) 
suggests that all the regions tested are freely 
accessible. We have seen no evidence that 
chromosome folding limits the accessibility of 
particular chromosomal regions. 

3, There is preliminary evidence that duplications 
can have deleterious effects. These may be due to 
the increased load placed on the protein 
synthetic apparatus, perhaps exacerbated in some 
cases by unbalanced production of ribosomal 
components. 

TRANSLOCATIONS 

Perhaps the simplest method of testing the effect of 
chromosomal position on gene expression is to mov.e a gene to 
various positions and measure its expression. We've done 
this by translocating a his operon ___tQ__ many si tes~ on the 
chromoso-m~~Tn l0 insertions as regions of homology 
(CHUMLEY & ROTH 1980, SCHMID & ROTH 1980), The basic 
strategy is outlined in Figure 2. The donor strain carries a 
his+ region flanked by Tnl0 elements. The recipient carries 
a large deletion of the his region (too large to be repaired 
by transduction); the recipient also carries a Tnl0 element 
at a point in the chromosome far from the his region. A 
transduction cross is performed selecting His ,+ recombinants. 
Recombination between the Tnl0 sequences flanking the his+ 
genes and the recipient's chromosomal Tnl0 element serves to 
integrate the his+ region at a new position on the 
chromosome; this new position is dictated by the position of 
the recipient Tnl0 element. ( It should be noted that many of 
these translocations occur by circularization of the 
fragment followed by integration of the circle at the Tnl0 
site (SCHMID & ROTH 1980)). 

Strains carrying translocated his regions were assayed 
for their level of express ion of the his D gene. To provide 
higher enzyme levels and avoid the complications of operon 
regulation, all translocated regions included a his 
regulatory mutation (hisO1242) which removes the his 
attenuator and prevents shut-off of operon expression 
( JOHNSTON et al. 1980). Expression was found to vary, 
according to the dosage predicted for genes located at each 
of the particular positions tested. Since the bacterial 
chromosome is replicated bi-directionally, from a fixed 
origin to a fixed terminus, dosage of a particular gene 
averaged - over the entire cell cycle is dependent on the 
chromosomal position vis~ a- vis_ the~ o:t"-i-g-i-n - 0£- repli-cat-i-on 
( see a bove T, - Genes near the origin are present in higher 
average copy number than genes located farther from the 
origin. Expression of the translocated his+ region closely 
reflected these dosage differences and showed no evidence of 
other "position effects". The hisD gene seems to produce the 
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figure 2. Translocation of a Chromosomal Segment. By use 
of flanking Tn10 elements as regions of homology, a 
transduced chromosomal segment can be directed to 
translocate to a pre-determined site on the chromosome. The 
donor chromoso_me has two Tn10 element, one inserted at each 
end of the chromosomal region to be translocated . The 
recipient strain has a very large deletion of the region of 
interest and carries a Tn1 0 insertion at a distant site . 
When the Tnl O -flanked reg ion is transduced into th is 
recipient, it can recombine with the recipient Tn10 element 
to cause insertion of the donor chromosome segment at the 
Tn10 site, a site far from the standard location of the his 
operon. This procedure is mediated by normal homologous 
recombination events . ( Some of these transloca t ions involve 
circularization of the fragment before insertion in the 
chromosome; see Schmid and Roth 1980 [1]). 
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same amount of "product per gene 
tes tea. As far as can be judged 
seemed to tolerate the addition 
chromosomes at all points tested. 

copy" at all positions 
from growth rates, cells 

of material to their 

The gene dosage differences observed here could cause 
a substantial selective disadvantage for large chromosomal 
rearrangements. In the case studied, only a few genes were 
displaced; in larger rearrangements, particularly large 
inversions and translocations, the dosage of many genes 
would be simultaneously altered. This could seriously 
disturb the function of many multi-step biosynthetic 
pathways by changing the relative pool sizes of 
intermediates; alteration of relative protein abundances 
might also interfere with the assembly of multi-component 
structures. 

INVERSIONS 

Inversions of chromosomal segments are the third class 
of rearrangements we've studied. They have been sought using 
a very- plas-tic se-lection- scheme that was first described by 
Ames, Hartman and Jacob (AMES et al. 1963). The selection 
scheme involves use of a his deletion mutant that lacks the 
his promoter region (his0/P) and part of the first 
structural gene (hisC). This deletion mutant retains a 
structurally perfect hisD gene, but cannot express it due to 
lack of a promoter. When one selects for HisD+ revertants, 
one is demanding that this silent hisD gene acquire a new 
promoter. A new promoter can be generated de novo by point 
mutation (ST. PIERRE 1968) or a pre-existing promoter can be 
brought near the hisD gene by chromosome rearrangement (AMES 
et al. 1963, ANDERSON & ROTH 1978a). Inversions are among 
the rearrangements which can, in principle, provide a 
promoter for the hisD gene. Figure 3 describes how this 
might occur. By inversion, the unexpressed hisD gene can be 
brought near a distant promoter (located clockwise of his in 
the chromosome); alternatively, an inversion could bring a 
distant (counterclockwise) foreign promoter to a position 
near the hisD gene. 

We've used this selection and screened the survivors 
( Hiso+ revertants) for those carrying inversions. In the 
course of this work, we've learned how to isolate, 
manipulate, and genetically map chromosome inversions. We've 
also found that inversions are a surprisingly rare class of 
rearrangements. Each of these points will be discussed 
below. 

We've analyzed in some detail the behavior of one 
particular inversion that emerged from the above selection. 
This analysis - was made easier by the fact that this 
inversion appears to have both breakpoints within known 
genes; one within the puroB gene, and the other within the 
hisC gene. Thus, both inversion breakpoints contribute to 
the mutant phenotype. The parent strain is His-, HisD-, 
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Figure 3. Selection of Inversion Mutants. The parent 
strain has an intact hisD gene whose promoter has been 
deleted. Selection for HisD+ revertants requires that some 
genetic event provide a promoter for the hisD gene. 
Inversions of material to the right of hisD can move a 
foreign promoter into the critical position near hisD (type 
I, above). Alternatively an inversion including the hisD 
gene and material to its left could move the hisD gene to a 
postion near a functional foreign promoter (type II, above). 
In either case, a promoter and an intact hisD gene are 
brought together. Approximately 0.6% of the HisD+ 
revertants arise due to inversion events of these types. 
Each inversion has one break point near the operator
proximal end of the hisD gene and the second break point 
near a promoter located arbitrarily far from the his operon. 
Only inversions involving fusion to non-essential promoters 
can be recovered. 
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Pur+; the revertant is His-, Hiso+, Pur-. Since this 
inversion is large (about 20% of the genetic map), repair of 
either breakpoint (His+ or Pur+) was not expected to be 
possible by transduction; no single wild-type transduced 
fragment could carry homology on both sides of a breakpoint. 
( In fact failure to yield His+ transductants was one of the 
preliminary criteria by which inversions were first 
identified.) In practice however, if a high concentration 
of transducing phage is used, His+ transductants are 
occasionally encountered. Most of these rare His+ 
transductants are also Pur+. Apparently, the inversion can 
be corrected by transduction. We have evidence 'that this 
correction requires a three-body recombination event 
involving two specific transduced fragments and the 
bacterial chromosome as diagrammed in Figure 4. This basic 
method of correcting an inversion also permits introduction 
of an inversion into any recipient strain and transductional 
mapping of inversion breakpoints. 

The second general feature of inversions is their 
infrequency. Below is a scoreboard of the relative 
frequencies of mutant types which are obtained from the 
select:ion sc heme (mufation s wnich provide a new promoter for 
the silent hisD gene). 

Mutation 
Type 

Point Mutations 
Deletions 
Duplications 
Inversions 
Uncharacterized 

Percen taie of 
all HisD Revertants 

50% 
10 
20 
0.6 

20 

Inversions seem extremely rare. In comparing the 
frequency of inversions to that of duplications and 
deletions, it should be kept in mind that duplications can 
occur by fusion to any properly-oriented promoter since no 
gene function is lost in the rearrangement. (The break 
located at the join point is compensated by normal versions 
of each sequence in the two copies of the reg ion. ) In 
contrast, deletions and inversions both cause uncompensated' 
chromosome breaks, and thus can only permit fusion of hisD 
to dispensable operons. Since deletions remove a block of 
genetic material, they will only allow fusions to promoters 
which are closely linked to the his operon; that is, no 
essential functions can lie between the_ bi~ _op_e_r_on _and the 
sife- of promoter. This -restriction should severely limit 
the frequency of deletion fusions. In principle, inversions 
should permit fusions to properly oriented, dispensable 
promoters anywhere in the chromosome. Despite these 
considerations, deletions are much more common than 
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Figure 4. Repair of a Large Inversion by 
Transduction. Through the involvement of two independently 
transduced donor fragments, a recipient's inversion can be 
repaired regardless of its size. The two required fragments 
carry wild type sequences corresponding to the two break 
points of the inversion. Each donor fragment ' can recombine 
with the recipient chromosome at two widely separated 
points. Neither fragment -alone can provide the repair, but 
when both are used, the if1Verted segment can be returned to 
its normal orientation. Tpese two-fragment transductants 
arise with a frequency whi c'h / shows ,second,order dependance 
on multiplicity of infection,. If donor Jysates are used 
which can only provide one of the fragme,n<t:s, then neither 
lysate alone can cause' repair, but a ·\ m;hxture of the two 
lysates can serve to correct the inversion. Inversions of 
any size can be corrected by this mechanism. By analogous 
events a donor inversion can be introduced into a normal 
recipient chromosome. This transductional manipulation of 
inversions permits fine structure genetic mapping of 
inversion endpoints. 
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inversions. It appears that either inversions occur rarely 
for mechanistic reasons, or else most of them are lethal and 
are not recovered. We favor the latter explanation since 
some of the inversion mutants that have been recovered, grow 
very poorly. Its not clear to us why an inversion should 
have more profound effects on viability than a duplication. 
We hope that careful characterization of the few viable 
inversions may suggest an answer. 

AN "IS" SEQUENCE IN SALMONELLA 

Any consideration of the evolutionary stability of the 
genetic map, must include the mechanisms which contribute to 
instability. One contributor is likely to be a class of 
genetic elements known as insertion sequences (IS). Over 
the past several years, these elements have been shown to be 
capable of inserting copies of their sequences into many 
sites on the chromosome. These elements promote a variety of 
chromosomal rearrangements both by illegitimate exchanges 
and by standard recombination between IS sequences at 
distant points on the chromosome. Although no functional 
role i§ kn_owD f_or_ IS elements, they- aJc>Jc>ear to be -prese-nt in 
most bacterial chromosomes. Several distinct types of IS 
elements have been identified in E.coli (MILLER 1980). 

Although Salmonella and E. coli appear to be closely 
related, the IS elements found in E.coli appear to be absent 
from Salmonella (OHTSUBO 1981, P. Starlinger, personal 
communication"). Steve Lam has found and partially 
characterized a new IS element that seems to be confined to 
Salmonella species. 

The Salmonella typhimu-,,ium mutant hisD984 maps as a 
point mutation, but causes an absolute polar block to 
expression of downstream genes in the operon. This property 
is unique among his point mutations and prompted further 
investigation of this mutation. The mutation has been found 
to be an insertion of a sequence of about 700 base pairs. 
The inserted sequence (IS200) is an IS element by the 
following criteria: (1) Its insertion caused the hisD984 
mutation. (2) It is present in 6 copies in the chromosome of 
wild type Salmonella typhimur>ium strain LT2. ( 3) When LT2-
derived strains are compared by Southern hybridization, 
differences are sometimes seen in the content of IS200, 
suggesting that transposition is occurring. 

A variety of enteric bacteria have been screened for 
possession of IS200. In general, only Salmonella strains 
carry the sequence; most Salmonella strains have 6 - 18 
copies. The sequence is ai:;,sent frem E . - coli strains Kl2, W, 
and C, from Pr>oteus, Cit-,,obacte-,,, Serratia, Klebsiella, and 

_En_teEobacte-r>. - A- Sh-igel-la- stra-in - was- found- to - have -one copy, 
with either low homology or only part of the IS200 sequence 
represented. In contrast, of 15 diverse Salmonella strains 
tested, 11 possessed the IS200 sequence. Two of the strains 
lacking the sequence belong to the distantly related A r>izona 
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group. 

The apparent specificity of IS elements for particular 
bacterial groups suggests to us that the elements may serve 
an adaptive role in the cell and be conserved by selection. 
Alternatively, one could argue that all rs sequences are of 
very recent origin. Those elements showing group 
specificity may have arisen since the group in question 
diverged and became genetically isolated from the related 
groups which lack the sequence. 

This second view is compatible with the "selfish DNA" 
view of rs sequences ( ORGEL et al. 1980, DOVER & DOOLITTLE 
1980). According to this view, IS sequences arise 
spontaneously whenever a sequence is formed with the ability 
to transpose. Such sequences are most likely deleterious ,---
due to the possibility of disrupting important coding 
sequences by insertion. Despite the lack of a selective 
advantage to offer their host, IS elements may increase 
their number in the gene pool since the act of transposition 
involves replication of the element and insertion of a copy 
without loss of the original. Since the elements can spread 
despite a selective disadvantage, organisms may be under 
selective pressure to develop a means of blocking 
transposition and thus stopping the "invasion" of the IS 
element. If this is true, then the detectable rs elements 
are likely to be of recent origin; their hosts have not yet 
acquired the ability to block transposition. This situation 
could cause IS elements to be confined to the group in which 
they arose. In the case of the Salmonella IS200, two 
factors might contribute: 

- The sequences may have appeared after Salmonella 
was essentially separated from the other enteric 
groups that now lack the sequence. Thus only 
species derived from the parent species would be 
likely to inherit the IS, in the absence of 
genetic transfer. 

- Once an rs element appears it will spread most 
rapidly to the most closely-related species since 
these will share most agents of gene transfer 
(i.e. phages, plasmids etc.) and have weakest 
restriction barriers. Transfer to more distant 
groups may occur at a greatly reduced frequency 
and require more time. 

In hopes of finding some hint of a function for IS200, 
Lam has determined the map position of all six sequences 
present in S. typhimur>ium strain LT2. This was done by 
identifying random TnlO insertion mutations which cause an 
altered mobility of a DNA fragment that includes a copy of 
IS200. These changes are detected by Southern transfer 
hybridization. In this way, TnlO insertions near each of 
the six IS200 elements were identified. These TnlO 
insertions were genetically mapped, thereby identifying the 
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approximate location of each of 
elements. Their positions are very 
chromosome. Some are closely linked 
genes, others are in areas of the 
relatively unpopulated by known genes. 

SUMMARY 

the associated IS200 
evenly spaced on the 
to known structural 
chromosome that are 

We do 
that act to 
preliminary 
question. 

not yet fully understand the selective forces 
conserve gene order in bacteria. However, our 
results may provide some insights into the 

1. Moving a gene to a new chromosomal position 
affects the level of gene product by changing the 
average dosage of that gene. These dosage 
differences are a consequence of the ordered 
replication of the bacterial chromosome. 

2. Duplications are rather common in bacteria. Even 
la-rge c::luF>licati0ns are viable, but particular 
duplications seem to cause a reduced growth rate. 
This slower growth seems to result from 
overloading the protein synthetic apparatus. 

3. Inversions are extremely rare and may have 
serious physiological consequences, These 
consequences could result from alteration of the 
relative levels of interactive proteins. 
Alternatively, they may affect the folded 
structure of the chromosome. 

4. A new transposable element has been described 
which appears to be specific for Salmonella. 
This species-specificity may reflect the recent 
origin of the IS element, the genetic isolation 
of the bacterial species, or the selective 
importance of the sequence to Salmonella. 
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